
Visual marketing

that sells, made 
simple



Sigh with relief and say 

goodbye to real estate 

marketing like this
Wasted time on expensive home staging

Floating or outdated furniture Poor quality staging Dull and unappealing photos

Cheap virtual staging

Poor quality staging

Messy emails



Tantify got you covered - from placing an order to 
outstanding renderings in 24h or less

TRACK

Check on the 

progress of your 

order in personal 

account and give 

feedback directly 

to the designer.

GET RESULTS

24h and your 

images are ready 

to be published 

and printed. It’s 

time to make your 

listing shine!

order

Choose a plan, 

upload photos, 

and follow simple 

steps for us to find 

the best design 

solution for you.

SIGN UP

Using Tantify is a 

no-brainer! Forget 

messy emails and 

never lose your files 

or important data 

again.



The premium finish we create in our works never goes unnoticed by reputable 
magazines, and you deserve to be as proud of your listings as our clients are.



12.346+
Loyal customers 

who love Tantify

Client testimonial*

Brian

When I’m not staging my listings myself - TANTIFY is 
my go-to for all virtual staging projects. Not only do 
they get ‘my style’ but also the feel of the property! 
Truthfully - they nail it every time!



Their quality of images is superior to anyone else 
out there - and they are so easy to work with! They 
know your best foot forward is their reputation -  
so it’s a great team effort. 



If you need virtual staging these are the people to 
choose!


*find more reviews on 



We can handle any 
styles and complexity

We dive deep into each project to get the 

vibe and create something special for you. 

Even if your favorite style is not on the list, we 

can create a unique design based on your 

preferences, location, type of construction 

and potential buyers.



From adding some decor to completely 

transforming your property with furniture 

replacement and digital renovation, we'll 

unlock the potential of your listing and turn it 

into a welcoming home.



Classic

Scandinavian

Bohemian

Industrial

Luxury

Midcentury modern



8

Top choice for most listings - includes 3 rounds of 

revisions and staging of large rooms.

Pro $95

Basic $67
If photos are blank and 

you need them ASAP, this is 

your go-to option.  

No revisions available. 

variety of plans tailored to your needs



8

This price plan includes old furniture removal that allows 

you to create a whole new look.

Advanced $134
variety of plans tailored to your needs



8

For an extra touch: changing floor, walls, ceiling, old furniture, etc., 

and 5 rounds of revisions to make sure everything is top-notch.

Premium $189
variety of plans tailored to your needs



Additional services to level up your marketing

3D visualization 3D floor plans Staged 3D tours Real estate photos



37,038+

SUCCESSFUL 

PROJECTS

10 YEARS

OF EXPERIENCE 


ON US MARKET

$13 BILLION+


 staged listings 

total in sales

While every virtual staging company calls 

itself #1, wasting time on buying reviews and 

articles, posting self-made lists of "top virtual 

staging companies" without mentioning any 

worthy competitors to look good, Tantify 

gained trust and reputation by focusing on 

excellent customer experience, top-notch 

designs, photorealism and new technologies. 

We are constantly evolving and pushing the 

industry forward - that makes us different.

More than just images



Tantify Subscription
Get a luxury service at a fraction of the cost:

C priority image delivery in less than 24 hour.

C furniture sets handpicked by designer.

C as many rounds of revisions as you nee3

C 24/7 personalized customer suppor=

C exclusive offers and even more



tantify.co

hello@tantify.co

(347) 380 6874

Never compromise on your 
marketing - order from the 
most trusted company.

http://tantify.co
mailto:hello@tantify.co

